BEST - MAP GAMES AND TESTS

   a. Eastern USA only! Excellent for practice.
   b. This website gives you three tries.
   c. It scores the quiz for you and gives you a percentage. This has no clock.

   a. Eastern USA only! Excellent for practice.
   b. This one has a countdown clock. When it runs out you still can guess.
   c. It also gives highlighted choices and if you get it wrong it eliminates choices.
   d. This one keeps returning to the states you got wrong over and over again throughout the test. This is particularly good for practice and study.
   e. Also it has a voice over repeating the state’s name when you get it right.

   a. STATES East of the Mississippi River! Excellent for practice.
   b. This scores the test for you.
   c. After three wrong guesses it highlights the correct answer for you to select before you can move on.

   a. North East states only. So it is incomplete but good for practice.
   b. Grades the quiz.
   c. Awkward to play.

   a. South East states only. So it is incomplete but good for practice.
   b. Same as #4 above on NE USA,

   a. North East states only. So it is incomplete but good for practice.
   b. Scores it.
   c. After three wrong guesses it highlights it for you before you can move on.
   a. South East USA but it crosses to the WEST of the Mississippi River.
   b. Good for practice.
   c. Scores it.
   d. After three wrong it highlights correct choice.

   a. Mid-West on both East and West sides of Mississippi River. Everything else is the same as #6 and #7.

   a. 50 States. Good for practice.
   b. Not bad but sometimes if you click and drag a state name it marks it wrong if you don’t place it exactly where the creators wanted it even when you are right. You don’t get marked off but you are losing time against the clock and it may frustrate and throw you off.

    a. 50 States. Good for practice.
    b. This map is click and drag the state shape but there are no state border outline shapes. As you go it becomes easier.
    c. No time limit.
    d. It scores your % correct and tells average of miles off in accuracy.